## Stay Safe on the Road

**Important safety information for machinery operators and motorists**

### Machinery Operators:

- **Check** that your lights and signals work before driving
- **Label** equipment with slow moving vehicle emblems
- When possible, **pull to the right** side of the road to help motorists pass safely

### Motorists: Passing

- **Only pass when legal and safe**
- **Check** to make sure machinery is not preparing to turn - sometimes machinery swings right to make a wide left turn.
- **Turn on your signal** in advance to give machinery operator time to prepare

### Motorists: Driving

- **Pay attention** and stay off your phone
- **Keep your distance**, at least a 3 second gap
- **Slow down**, machinery is often slower than 25 mph
- **Look out** for flashing amber lights on machinery, use caution
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